
What You Gain by Moving to RunMyJobs

As part of their strategic focus on S/4HANA, SAP will end support on December 31, 2024 for many 

applications that rely on the NetWeaver Java stack, including SAP Business Process Automation 

by Redwood. That also means that no updates or new features for SAP BPA can be released.

For enterprises using SAP BPA, this means that critical processes could end up running on 

unsupported software. Fortunately, there is an easy answer that will keep everything running 

reliably as it does today. Even better, you will unlock new automation possibilities and a higher 

level of collaboration and support. Seamlessly move your SAP BPA jobs into the latest, future-

ready version of the same technology: RunMyJobs.

Get Upgraded and 
Unlimited Automation 
for Your SAP System

• Unlimited connections and the broadest set of integration capabilities—on-prem, cloud 

or both

• Unrivaled SAP integration into existing and new SAP solutions, including SAP Integrated 

Business Planning and SAP Business Technology Platform

• Expanded visibility and reliability of your critical business processes with enhanced monitoring, 

alerting, and SLA

• Best-in-class support and expert guidance direct from Redwood, every step of the way

• Proven reliability and simplicity with SaaS so you can focus on innovation and high-value 

initiatives

Unlock New SAP Automation

Automate SAP 

Integrated Business 

Planning and data 

integration with SAP’s 

Business Technology 

Platform

Orchestrate data 

management with 

Informatica, Apache 

Airflow, Azure Data 

Factory, and many 

more

Deliver more self 

services using 

forms, business user 

interactions, and 

automated email 

processing

Bring cloud storage 

into workflows with 

Amazon S3, Azure 

Storage, Google 

Storage, and more



A Worry-Free, Seamless Move

Moving SAP BPA to RunMyJobs is a simple, seamless process. Because both are Redwood 

solutions and use the same core technology, the move is as easy as a service pack update—with 

no changes to your current processes.

Redwood helps enterprises excel in the 

digital age with a proven migration path 

to our cloud-native workload automation 

platform. We combine decades of in-

house Professional Services experience 

with automated migration and testing 

tools into a proven methodology. Our goal 

is to minimize time, effort, and risk — so you 

gain the benefits of Redwood’s workload 

automation and orchestration rapidly and 

painlessly. 
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Schedule BPA Assessment

Find out just how easy it is to move to RunMyJobs  
by scheduling a BPA assessment today.

Start Your BPA Assessment Today


